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EINDHOVEN, Netherlands, April 25, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- NXP Semiconductors N.V. (NASDAQ:NXPI), has been named one of the world’s
top three Artificial Intelligence (AI) chipset companies based on recently released research by Compass Intelligence (CompassIntel.com). The A-List
includes best-in-class, best-in-breed and the “who’s who” in mobile, Internet-of-Things (IoT) and emerging technologies. NXP is joined by NVIDIA and
Intel on the A-List in the AI Chipset Index of companies that are leading AI innovation.    

 
NXP is joined by NVIDIA and Intel on the A-List in the AI
Chipset Index of companies that are leading AI innovation.

 

NXP achieved the top AI Chipset ranking based on the company’s AI innovation, feature strength, and breadth and scale of its portfolio; market
leadership, reach and growth potential; and numerous other metrics (economic impact, market resiliency and others). 

“Each year we closely evaluate companies in the IoT and AI space based on the extensive Compass Intelligence framework, modeling process and
metrics-driven market intelligence to determine the industry’s trailblazers,” said Nadine Manjaro, Senior Advisor & Consultant at Compass Intelligence.
“It is an honor to recognize NXP as one of the top three companies as a high caliber performer in pushing the boundaries in AI innovation.”   

NXP and the other A-Listers scored approximately 80 to 90 points out of a total of 100 points on the index. The comprehensive Compass-Intel A-List
Index is based on a proprietary research framework and model that incorporates economic indicators, vendor tracking analysis, firmographics, market
metrics, quantitative tracking and data analytics.  Combined, this provides a scoring and ranking system for vendors in the mobile, IoT and emerging
technologies markets. 

Click here for more information on the AI Chipset index.

About NXP Semiconductors
NXP Semiconductors N.V. (NASDAQ:NXPI) enables secure connections and infrastructure for a smarter world, advancing solutions that make lives
easier, better and safer. As the world leader in secure connectivity solutions for embedded applications, NXP is driving innovation in the secure
connected vehicle, end-to-end security & privacy and smart connected solutions markets. Built on more than 60 years of combined experience and
expertise, the company has over 30,000 employees in more than 30 countries and posted revenue of $9.26 billion in 2017. Find out more at
www.nxp.com.
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